Greetings!
We hope this missive finds all well and recovered from what proved to be a phenomenal Estrella War.
On the 16th and 17th of February, We traversed to The Shire of Burning Sands to attend Crown Tournament. As
always, the hospitality shown by this shire was warm and inviting. The fighting was fierce. The final round
came down to Sir Ivan Petrovich and Sir Morgan Aethelwulf. After many exhausting rounds, Sir Ivan found
himself victor, thus making Sir Ivan and Mistress Ian’ka the newest heirs to the Aten throne. We look forward
to Their coronation on May 4th in the Shire of Grandholme.
War! From February 26th through March 4th We attended Estrella War! Ah, the novel We could write about all
of the wonderful things that we had the privilege to be part of this first war as baron and baroness. One of the
highlights for Us, was the 1st Novice Tourney at Estrella War. We were surprised to see such an amazing turn
out, as was HE Arianna as she ran the list of 38 entirely on her own. The Knowne World Bardic, though we
were only able to attend for a few minutes, was beautiful. The fighting, the vigils, the camaraderie and the
things that didn’t happen! Thank you to all the lovely ladies and lords who made sure that HE Elena was so
well attended. And let’s not forget our visitors Baron Maximilian and Baroness Caroline. They were truly a joy
to spend time with. It was Our honor to have had the opportunity to camp with Our chosen family.
As if war wasn’t excitement enough, on March 17th We went to BofA’s Cut and Thrust event. What a perfect
day. This small, one day event where We were able to sit and chat and relax with friends was just what the
doctor ordered. We would like to thank Lady Edeline and Lord Jerome and their crew for putting on such a nice
event that focused on the rapier community.
The end of March found Us enjoying the hospitality of The Barony of Sundragon at Mixed Weapons War at the
Bumblebee Ranch. We truly enjoy this site and this event. It was nice to see so many of Our populace that
attended and relaxed around the fire with Us on Saturday night.
The Barony of Atenveldt is hosting the Baron & Baroness dinner at next year’s Estrella War. Though war is a
year away, We would like to begin working on this now. If you would like to coordinate, cook or raise funds for
this dinner. Please let us know.
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